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What Do We Do?

We accelerate the implementation and time-to-value of digital identity solutions by simplifying the 
use of multiple digital identity and digital asset providers. Learn how a centralized digital identity 

strategy can dramatically improve your customer experience, reduce costs and 
improve security and compliance.

Click here
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Company Overview

Designed to automate, orchestrate and accelerate trusted digital relationships, IDVerifact transforms the 
complex into manageable while reducing costs and increasing time-to-value. With a single point of 
integration to a multitude of digital identity platforms, IDVerifact allows organizations to rapidly capture the 
rich consumer and business attributes required to complete trusted business transactions with their clients.  

With IDVerifact, organizations will stay ahead of fraud, quickly identify risk and ensure compliance while 
optimizing their ability to grow revenues and improve client experience with digital transactions. Our platform 
is constantly evolving to provide new data attributes from leading third-party digital ID solution providers while 
maintaining flexibility for our clients. 

How it Works

Our Purpose

To deliver the most comprehensive and continually evolving suite of digital identity solutions, allowing 
organizations to simplify and secure digital transactions with their customers.
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With only a single integration, IDVerifact allows you to access leading solutions that detect fraud, prove
identity, and gather rich data attributes to assess risk and adhere to compliance requirements. Consolidating 
these solutions on a managed platform eliminates the integration, orchestration, maintenance and upkeep of 
each individual identity solution.



Simplifying Complexity

With a single integration, IDVerifact removes the challenges associated with a traditional approach to 
onboarding, maintaining and optimizing multiple digital identity partners.

Our Evolving List of Attributes

IDVerifact allows business users to select the data attributes and identity proving solutions required to address 
their specific use cases through a single menu by simply:

1. Assembling any combination of our constantly growing list of identity proving attributes.

2. Receiving one composite data payload that meets all the identity verification requirements of each
individual use case.

Menu
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Meet Our 
Leadership Team

Experience, dedication, and commitment to solving tomorrow’s challenges today – our 

management team leads by example




